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Machine consciousness is not only a technological challenge, but a new way to approach sci-

enti¯c and theoretical issues which have not yet received a satisfactory solution from AI and

robotics. We outline the foundations and the objectives of machine consciousness from the
standpoint of building a conscious robot.
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1. Machine Consciousness: A Cross-Road Among Disciplines
Imposing Old and New Questions

The recent upsurge of interest for modeling and implementing conscious machines or

conscious robots1�10 is motivated by the belief that machine consciousness will shed

new light on the many critical aspects lurking in AI and robotics.

Machine consciousness is not simply a technological challenge, but a ¯eld posing

theoretical and scienti¯c issues such as the relations between information and

meaning, the nature of teleology, the unity of the self, the integration of information,

the nature of experience, and many others from a novel point of view.

Machine consciousness has a long past and a very brief history.11 Although the

term is fairly recent,12 the problem has been addressed since Leibniz's mill at least.

Machine consciousness o®ers the opportunity to deal with the hard problem of

consciousness from a di®erent perspective — a fact already clear 40 years ago when

Hilary Putnam wrote that:

\What I hope to persuade you is that the problem of the Minds of Machines

will prove, at least for a while, to a®ord an exciting new way to approach
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quite traditional issues in the philosophy of mind. Whether, and under

what conditions, a robot could be conscious is a question that cannot be

discussed without at once impinging on the topics that have been treated

under the headings Mind-Body Problem and Problem of Other Minds."13

Machine consciousness is an outrageous ¯eld of enquiry for at least two reasons.

First, it takes consciousness as a real phenomenon with practical e®ects on behavior,

a standpoint that has raised eyebrows until a few years ago but is now accepted in

many scienti¯c areas.14�17 Secondly, it suggests the possibility to reproduce, by

means of a man-made machine, the most intimate of mental aspects — namely

conscious experience. Although many argued against the possibility of machine

consciousness on the basis of either a priori or ideological reasons (\no machine will

ever be like a man"), so far no one has conclusively argued against such a possibility.

Biological chauvinism is not at all based on sound arguments.

Besides, arguments which deny the possibility of machine consciousness typically

would deny the very possibility of human consciousness whether applied to human

beings. Let us expand this point.Anaïve adversary could argue that a robot could never
be conscious, sinceCPUs and computermemory do not seem to be the right kind of stu®

to harbor phenomenal experience. And yet, borrowing Lycan's words, if such

\…pejorative intuition were sound, an exactly similar intuition would

impugn brain matter in just the same way […]: ‘A neuron is just a simple

little piece of insensate stu® that does nothing but let electrical current

pass through it from one point in space to another ; by merely stu±ng an

empty brainpan with neurons, you couldn't produce qualia-immediate

phenomenal feels! '— But I could and would produce feels, if I knew how to

string the neurons together in the right way; the intuition expressed here,

despite its evoking a perfectly appropriate sense of the eeriness of the

mental, is just wrong."18

Yet, where does consciousness stem from? How can a brain be conscious? Con-

trary to AI and functionalism, some scholars regard the functional view of the mind

insu±cient to endorse the design of a conscious robot. Here, the commonly raised

arguments against strong AI, based on the reduction of machines to Turing

machines, lose some of their strength — Searle's Chinese Room and Block's Chinese

nation arguments being the two most famous cases. In fact, a machine is not

necessarily a Turing machine. Although most available machines are instantiation of

von Neumann's blue print, other architectures are becoming available and more are

going to be designed and implemented in the near future. There is no reason why all

machines should be instantiations of Turing machines, as it has been observed, \One

day, perhaps sooner than people think, [arti¯cial agents] development may take place

in Petri dishes or quantum computers, not CPUs."19

Furthermore, it is an open issue whether robots are reducible to a purely

mechanistic view, when considered as part their environment. Standpoints such as
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embodiment, situatedness, and integration challenge the classic AI disembodied view

of a syntactical symbol-crunching machine,20�23 as pointed out by Dretske:

\Work on machine perception, pattern recognition, and robotics has

greater relevance to the cognitive capacities of machines than the most

sophisticated programming in such purely intellectual tasks as language

translation, theorem proving, or game playing."24

Roughly speaking, machines consciousness lies in the promising middle ground

between the extremes of biological chauvinism (i.e., only brains are conscious) and

liberal functionalism (i.e., any behaviorally equivalent functional systems is con-

scious). Machine consciousness proponents maintain that biological chauvinism is too

narrow and yet they concede that some kind of physical constraints will be una-

voidable (hence no multiple feasibility) in order to build a conscious agent.

Recently, some authors emphasized the alleged behavioral role of con-

sciousness20,25�27 to avoid having the problem of phenomenal experience. Holland

suggested that it is possible to distinguish between weak arti¯cial consciousness and

strong arti¯cial consciousness.9 The former approach deals with agents which

behaved as if they were conscious, at least in some respects. Such a view avoids any

commitment to the hard problem of consciousness. Instead, the latter approach deals

squarely with the possibility of designing and implementing agents capable of real

conscious feelings.

Although the distinction between weak and strong arti¯cial consciousness sets a

temporary working ground, it suggests a misleading view. Setting aside the crucial

feature of the human mind — namely experience, i.e., phenomenal consciousness —

misses something indispensable for the understanding of cognition. Skipping the so

called \hard problem" is not a viable option in the business of making conscious

machines.

Further, the distinction between weak and strong arti¯cial consciousness is mis-

leading because it mirrors a dichotomy between true conscious agents and \as if"

conscious agents. Yet, human beings are conscious and there is evidence that most

animals exhibiting behavioral signs of consciousness are phenomenally conscious. It is

a fact that human beings have phenomenal consciousness. They experience pains,

pleasures, colors, shapes, sounds, and many more other phenomena. They feel

emotions, feelings of various sort, bodily and visceral sensations. Arguably, they also

have phenomenal experiences of thoughts and of some cognitive processes.28,29 In

sum, it would be very bizarre whether natural selection had gone at such great length

to provide us with consciousness if there was a way to get all the advantages of a

conscious being without actually producing it. Thus we cannot help but wonder

whether it is possible to design a conscious machine without dealing squarely with the

hard problem of consciousness. Hence, the dichotomy between weak and strong

arti¯cial consciousness is highly probably ¯ctitious.

While some authors adopted an open approach that does not rule out the possi-

bility of actual phenomenal states in current or future arti¯cial robots,1,8 other
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authors30,31 maintained that a conscious machine is necessarily a phenomenally

conscious machine. For them, to be conscious is necessarily having phenomenal ex-

periences.32 For instance, Tononi suggested that the kind of information integration

necessary to exhibit the kind of behavioral unity and autonomy of a conscious being is

also associated to certain intrinsic causal and computational properties which is

responsible for phenomenal experience.33 It is still an open issue whether having

phenomenal consciousness is a requisite or an e®ect of a unique kind of cognitive

architecture.

2. Theoretical and Scienti¯c Issue at the Roots of
Machine Consciousness

In this section, we sketch an impressionistic overview of the scienti¯c, theoretical and

philosophical issues at the roots of machine consciousness (indeed often of conscious-

ness itself). Too often, researchers in the ¯eld accept assumptions which are far from

being justi¯ed either empirically or theoretically. As a result, many years are wasted in

pursuing goals on the basis of unwarranted premises. We mention two chasms which

are often presented as de¯nitive obstacles to the possibility of a conscious machine.

The ¯rst chasm is the separation between arti¯cial and natural entities. Such a

separation further unfolds in a various ways: either between man-made, and no-man-

made, or between inorganic and biological. With regard to the conscious mind, they

are both hugely overestimated. First, no one has ever been able to suggest any kind of

necessary link between the carbon-based molecules featured by living organisms and

consciousness. At a meeting sponsored in 2001 at the Cold Spring Harbour Lab-

oratories addressing the question \Could Machines Be Conscious?", the participants

agreed on the fact that there is no known law of nature that forbids the existence of

subjective feelings in artifacts designed or evolved by humans. On the other hand,

living human beings belong to the physical domain and it is fair to consider them

conscious. Hence, the physical world can host consciousness. A machine could exploit

the same mechanism. So much for the ¯rst chasm.

The chasm between mental and physical domains is a lot harder. Luckily, machine

consciousness is, once again, extremely useful for two reasons. First, it compels to

reconsider critically several notions which are used rather naively in neuroscience and

cognitive science such as representation, information, meaning, intentionality,

mental images and so on. Secondly, it requires either dropping all form of theoreti-

cally unsupported forms of \bio prejudices" or somehow justifying them. In other

words, studying consciousness in humans may be misleading since it is easy to slip in

the scienti¯cally unsupported conviction that humans are somehow special and hence

implicitly assuming some hidden power.

We believe it is useful to consider at a glance the following list of issues for various

reasons. The list shows how complex the issue of consciousness is. Secondly, many of

these issues are deep scienti¯c and theoretical problems and not simply technical

challenges. Finally, such a sketchy overview will make plain that most (if not all) of
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these problems are deeply interrelated together. The emerging general picture is

that of a yet-to-be-de¯ned framework that will probably take advantage of a needed

theoretical twist.34

2.1. Embodiment

A much heralded crucial aspect of agency is embodied cognition.35�38 Although, it

cannot be underestimated the importance of the interface between a robot and its

environment, as well as the importance of an e±cient body, it is far from clear

whether this aspect is intrinsically necessary to the occurrence of consciousness.

Embodiment does not seem to be a su±cient condition for consciousness. Arguably,

embodiment could be a necessary condition.

We do agree that a body is indeed a necessary condition, yet we wonder whether

there had been any clear understanding of what embodiment is. Apart from intuitive

cases, when is an agent truly embedded? On one hand, there is no such a thing as a

\unembodied agent", since even the most classic AI algorithm has to be implemented

as a physical set of instructions running inside a physical device. On the other hand,

even a complex robot such as ASIMO is not really embodied. It has a centralized

inner controller whose behavioral rules are hard-wired by its designers.

There are many biological agents that would apparently score very well on

embodiment but yet do not seem good candidate for consciousness. Take insects, for

instance. They show impressive morphological structures that allow them to perform

outstandingly well without very sophisticated cognitive capabilities.37,39

The notion of embodiment is a lot more complex than the simple idea of having a

body and controlling actuators and sensors. It refers to the kind of development and

causal processes engaged between a robot, its body, and its environment.38,40 So far,

no thorough analysis has been presented.

2.2. Situatedness

Besides having a body, a conscious agent needs also to be part of a real environment,

i.e., being situated. Yet the necessity of situatedness is not totally uncontroversial.

For instance, many authors argued that consciousness is a purely virtual inner world

created inside a system which, to all respects, lacks any direct contact with the

environment.41�43 They advocate the actual possibility of a conscious brain in a vat.

Yet we do not have any empirical evidence that an \unsituated brain" would ever be

conscious. There are no actual examples to quote it. To this extent the possibility of a

pure virtual phenomenal experience is bizarre, and this bizarreness dims its appeal

considerably.

If consciousness requires embodiment and situatedness, we should be able to point

out — and we are not, at the present time — what is to be situated. What kind of

architecture and individual history is su±cient for situatedness?

Usually, alleged embodied robots such as Paul or Brook's agents, Babybot, passive

walkers, and similar robots44�47 are regarded as examples of integration with the
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environment since they outsource part of their cognitive processes to smart mor-

phological arrangements that allow greater e±ciency or simpler control.

Yet this is controversial. Situatedness involves some kind of developmental inte-

gration with the environment such that what the robot is and does is a result of the

past interactions with the environment. A real integrated agent is an agent that

changes in some non trivial way (which has to be better understood) as a result of its

tight coupling with the environment. The aforementioned arti¯cial agents lack this

kind of development: they remain more or less the same notwithstanding their

interplay with their environment. Their teleological structure is unchanged by their

interactions.

Another fruitful approach is represented by those implementations that outsource

part of the cognitive processes to the environment48 and explicitly consider the agent

as a part of the environment. For instance, the ¯eld of epigenetic robotics is strongly

interested in designing robots capable of developing accordingly with the

environment.49�51

2.3. Emotions and motivations

It has been maintained that emotions could be the key to consciousness. Damasio

suggested that there is a core consciousness supporting the higher forms of cogni-

tion.52 Although this is a fascinating hypothesis, it remains unclear how emotions

should be implemented. Although many roboticists draw inspiration from various

emotional models,53�60 whether an architecture could be considered \emotional" is

very far from being clear.

Further, it is possible that consciousness is prior to emotions. So far, what has

been called \emotions" in robots is more akin to a smart cognitive shortcut. Instead

of learning how to behave on the basis of a general algorithm, researchers injected

bundles of heuristic thumb-rules disguised as emotional modules into their robots.

The result is behaviorally e®ective but it is not necessarily a real progress in

understanding what emotions are. In robotics they are often not more than wishful

labeling of modules (see Sec. 3.2).

For instance, a confusing approach is o®ered by certain descriptions of Kismet

as a robot with emotions.58 Kismet has nothing to do with emotions apart from

mimicking them in front of their users. The robot does not contain any convincing

model of emotions but only an e±cacious hard-wired set of rules to control its cap-

tivating robotic human-like facial features. In Kismet case, it is not altogether wrong

saying that emotions are in the eye of the human beholder.

2.4. Unity and integration

Consciousness seems to be deeply related with the notion of unity. Yet what gives it

unity to a collection of parts, being them events, parts, processes, computations,

instructions? The ontological analysis has not gone very far61,62 and the
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neuroscientists wonder at the mystery of neural integration often labeled as the

binding problem.63,64 Machine consciousness has to face the same issue. Would it be

enough to provide a robot with a series of capabilities for the emergence of a uni¯ed

agent? Should we consider explicitly the necessity of a central processing locus or

would unity stem out of some other completely unexpected aspect?

Classic theories of consciousness are often vague as to what gives unity. For

instance, would the Pandemonium-like community of software demons championed

by Dennett65 gain a unity eventually? Has a simple software gained unity apart from

the programmer's intentions? Would embodiment and situatedness be helpful?

A possible and novel approach to this problem is the notion of integrated infor-

mation introduced by Tononi.33 According to him, certain ways of processing

information are intrinsically integrated because they are going to be implemented in

such a way that the corresponding causal processes get entangled together. Although

still in its initial stage, Tononi's approach could cast a new light on the notion of

unity in a cognitive agent.

2.5. Time

Conscious experience is located in time. We experience the °ow of time in a

characteristic way which is both continuous and discrete. On one hand, there is the

°ow of time in which we °oat seamlessly. On the other hand, our cognitive processes

require time to produce conscious experience and they are located in time. Surpris-

ingly, there is evidence showing that we are visually aware of something only half a

second after our eyes have received the relevant information.66

The classic Newtonian time ¯ts very loosely with our experience of time.

According to Newton, only the instantaneous present is real. Everything has to ¯t in

such Euclidean temporal point. For instance, speed is nothing more than the value of

a derivative and can be de¯ned, pace Zeno, at every instant.We are expected to occupy

only an ever-shifting temporal point with no width. The Einstein�Minkowsky

space-time model is not particularly enlightening in this respect.67 Time remains a

dimension in which the present is a point with nowidth. Such an instantaneous present

cannot accommodate the long lasting and content-rich conscious experience of present.

Neuroscience faces similar problems. According to the neural view of the mind,

every cognitive and conscious process is instantiated by patterns of neural activity.

This apparently innocuous hypothesis hides a problem. If a neural activity is dis-

tributed in time (as it has to be since neural activity consists in temporally dis-

tributed series of spikes), there must be some strong sense in which something taking

place in di®erent instants of time belong to the same cognitive or conscious process.

For instance, what glues together the ¯rst and the last spike of a neural activity

leading a subject to perceive a face? Simply suggesting that they occur inside the

same window of neural activity is like explaining a mystery with another mystery.

What is a temporal window? And how does it ¯t with our physical picture of time?

Indeed, it seems to be at odds with the instantaneous present of physics.
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In the case of robots, this issue is extremely counterintuitive. For instance, let us

suppose that a certain computation is identical with a given conscious experience.

What would happen if we purposefully slow down the taking place of the same

computation? Certainly, we can envisage an arti¯cial environment where the same

computation is performed at an altered time (for instance we could simply slow down

the internal clock of such a machine). Would the alleged conscious robot have

identical conscious experience but spread in a longer span of time?

A related issue is the problem of the present. As in the case of brains, what de¯nes

a temporal window? Why are certain states part of the present? Does it depend on

certain causal connections with behavior or is it the e®ect of some intrinsic property

of computations?

We have no answer to such questions, but this is not a good reason not to ask

them. Further, it is even possible that we would need to change our basic notion of

time.

2.6. Free will

Another classic issue which does not ¯t with our mechanistic picture of a machine

is the fact that a conscious robot ought to be capable of a uni¯ed will often

assumed as free. The topic is as huge as a topic can be (for a comprehensive review see

Kane68).

A classic argument against free will in human and hence, fortiori, in a machine is

the following.69 If a subject is nothing but the micro-particles constituting it (and

their state), all causal powers are drained by the smallest constituents. In other

words, you and I cannot have a will di®erent from what all the particles constituting

us do.70 If the argument holds, there will be no space left for any high level causal will.

All reality ought to reduce causally to what is done by the micro-particles who would

be in total charge of what happens. No top-down causation would be possible and no

space would remain for the will of a subject to interfere on the course of events.

Yet, we have a strong intuition (perhaps wrong) that we are capable of willing

something and that our conscious will is going to make a di®erence in the course of

events. Many philosophers strongly argued in favor of the e±cacy of conscious will. If

such view would run afoul against our theories of mental causation, so much the

worse for them.71

Another threat to free will allegedly comes from Libet's famous studies, in which it

was shown that we are conscious of our choices only after 300 ms our brain has made

them.72 Although Libet left open the possibility that our consciousness can veto the

deliberations of our brains, there is still a lot of controversy about the best

interpretation of his experimental results.

In short, a huge open problem is whether a system as a whole can have any kind of

causal power over its constituents. Since consciousness seems to be strongly related

with the system as a whole, we need some theory capable of addressing the relation

between wholes and parts.
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As to robots, the issue is di±cult as ever. The classic mechanistic approach and

several respected design strategies (from the traditional divide et impera rule of

thumb, to sophisticated object-oriented programming languages nowadays) suggest

to conceive machines as made of separate and autonomous modules. Then, robots

would be classic examples of physical systems where the parts completely drain the

causal power of the system as a whole. From this point of view, robots would be

completely unsuited to endorse a conscious will. However, there are some possible

approaches that can provide a viable route out of this blind alley.

An approach is based on recent connectionist proposals that stressed the kind of

connectivity between elementary computational units.According to suchproposals it is

possible to implement networks whose behavior is not reducible to any part of the

network, but rather it stems out of the integrated information of the systemas awhole.33

Another approach stresses the teleological roles of certain feedback loops that

could do more than classic control feedbacks. Here, the idea is to implement machines

capable of modifying their teleological structure in such a way as to pursue new goals

by means of a tight coupling with their environment. Thus, the behavior of a robot

would be the result of all its past history as a whole. There would not be separate

modules dictating what the robot has to do, but rather the past history as a whole

would re°ect in every choice.40

In short, a robot does not need to be so mechanistic, after all. Once more, machine

consciousness could help us to further push the limits of our understanding of classic

notions.

2.7. Representation

Representation is one of the most controversial problems. How is it possible that

something represents something else? We face an apparent insurmountable problem:

the physical world is de¯ned in term of extensional entities which do not refer to

anything.

As a result the physical world cannot possess any semantics. In fact, semantics has

been charged to conscious subjects without suggesting any convincing explanation as

to how subjects could emerge out of a physical world. The classic Searle's argument

suggests that robots do not have intrinsic intentionality and thus are devoid of

semantics. If this was true, robots would not ever be conscious since they are syn-

tactic engines. However this view does not explain why brains are special with regard

to representation (and intentionality). Searle's suggestion that brains have special

causal powers has never been too persuasive.

Hence, it is possible that we need to reframe our view about the physical world in

order to accommodate the apparently impossible fact of representation. All attempts

at naturalizing semantics, intentionality, and representation (with all the well-known

di®erences among these terms) either failed or did not succeed enough.73�76 How can

symbols be grounded with other facts in the world?77,78 Yet, it is a fact that our

minds are capable of representing the external world.
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It is curious that neuroscience is tempted by themetaphors introduced by computer

science in order to provide (incomplete) explanations of the activity of the brain.79 The

current debate about the existence of a neural code or aboutmental imagery are deeply

indebtedwith the computer science view of themind.Why should there be a code in the

brain and why should a code provide any justi¯cation of the brain semantics if no code

in machines seems to be able to pay the bill? In short, any argument that applies

di®erent criteria to biological and arti¯cial agents should be rejected.

2.8. Experience

Finally, the problem which is apparently the most conspicuous, is how can a physical

system produce anything like our subjective experience, i.e., qualitative phenomenal

content? At sunset, our retinas are hit by light rays and we experience a glorious

symphony of colors. We swallow molecules of various kinds and, as a result, we feel

the °avor of a delightful Brunello di Montalcino red wine. Or so, it is usually thought.

Harnad and Scherzer wrote that:

\Consciousness is feeling, and the problem of consciousness is the problem

of explaining how and why some of the functions underlying some of our

performance capacities are felt rather than just ‘functed'."80

Galileo Galilei famously suggested that smells, tastes, colors, and sounds are

nothing outside the body of a conscious subject.81 Experience is allegedly created by

the subject body in some unknown way. A very deep rooted assumption is the

separation between the domain of experience, i.e., subjective phenomenal content,

and the domain of objective physical events. Such assumption is intertwined with the

epistemological roots of science itself. It is a dogma the claim that physical reality can

be adequately described from a quantitative third-person perspective oblivious of any

qualitative aspect. After all, if you read a handbook of physics, you will ¯nd mainly

mathematical equations describing a purely quantitative view of reality. There is no

space left for qualitative phenomenal feelings.

Yet many scientists and philosophers alike questioned the soundness of such a

distinction as well as our true understanding of the nature of the physical.82�87

Whether the mental world is a special construct concocted by some irreproducible

feature of the nervous systems of most mammals, is still an open question. It is fair to

stress that there is neither empirical evidence nor theoretical arguments supporting

such a view. In the lack of a better theory, we take into consideration the rather

surprising idea that the physical world comprehends also those features that we

usually attribute to the mental domain.84,88 A honest physicalist must be held that if

something is real, and we assume consciousness is real, it has to be physical. Hence, in

principle, a device can envisage it.

In the case of robots, how is it possible to take over the \functioning versus

feeling" divide?18,80 As far as we know, a robot is nothing more than a collection of

interconnected modules, each functioning in a certain way. Why should the
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functional activity trans¯gure in the feeling of a conscious experience? However, the

same question could be asked about the activity of neurons. Each neuron, taken by

itself, does not score a lot better than a software module or a silicon chip as to the

emergence of feelings. At least, as far as we know. So one possibility remains: It is not

a problem of the physical world but rather of our picture of the physical world.

Couldn't we discount a too simplistic view of the physical world? Robots are part of

the same physical world which produced conscious human subjects, thus they could

take advantage of the same relevant properties and features.

2.9. Other issues

We admit that there is a very long list of correlated issues, that are not adequately

addressed here: intentionality, 1st person versus 3rd person perspectives, qualia,

relation between phenomenal content and knowledge, exotic physical phenomena

described by quantum laws, mental imagery, meaning, symbol grounding, and so on.

Although some of them overlap partially with the topics in the previous sections,

some others are peculiar in their own. However, most issues share a similar structure

with regard to machine consciousness— as long as some arguments seem to prevent a

robot from being conscious, the same argument would prevent a brain to be so. Yet,

human beings are conscious and thus there must be some mistake in our assumptions

about that argument. If an argument against machine consciousness should reject

consciousness in humans too, so much the worse for the argument.

For instance, we can deny that robots will ever be conscious since they are made of

physical stu® which is alleged to be devoid of phenomenal content. Yet, brains are

made of physical stu®, too. On the same basis, are we really going to deny that

human beings are conscious? Hardly. Rather we should question those assumptions

that lead us to such a conclusion.

3. Common Mistakes and Open Issues

We left for the end of the paper a quick analysis of critical aspects. We would like to

point out a series of possible common mistakes that could a®ect many otherwise

fruitful approaches. We tried to focus only on those possible methodological mistakes

that are speci¯c to the ¯eld ofmachine consciousness in order to build a conscious robot.

3.1. False goals

Due to its vagueness and intrinsic di±culty, consciousness has often been reduced to

a more tractable aspect. This is an example of the \mereological fallacy" in which a

problem is identi¯ed only with a part of itself.79 For instance, it is true that a

conscious agent is often also an autonomous agent. However, are we sure that an

autonomous agent is necessarily a conscious one? Similar arguments suggest a more

cautious approach for other capacities and aspects presented as su±cient for con-

scious experience: autonomy, embodiment, situatedness, resilience, and so on.
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Whether or not consciousness can be reduced to certain capacities or features that

are often correlated with the existence of a conscious agent is, to say the least,

obscure. Along these lines, Tononi and Koch maintained that consciousness does not

require many of the skill that many scholars are trying to emulate in machines:

\Remarkably, consciousness does not seem to require many of the things

we associate most deeply with being human : emotions, memory, self-

re°ection, language, sensing the world, and acting in it."31

The issue remains controversial. Most scholars would probably argue against such

a view — more prominently those that associate conscious agency with the capacity

either to integrate cognitive skills20,25,89 or to be autonomous, resilient, embo-

died,26,49 and situated.87,90

3.2. Labeling

Very often cognitive scientists, roboticists and AI researchers present their archi-

tecture, labeling their boxes with intriguing and suggestive names: \emotional

module", \memory", \pain center", \neural network", and so on. Unfortunately,

labels on boxes in diagrams constitute empirical and theoretical claims that have to

be justi¯ed elsewhere. To use Dennett's terminology they are \explanatory debts that

have yet to be discharged".91

Even a rather uncontroversial term such as \neural network" is loaded with vague

references to troublesome issues. The very choice of the name endorsed a series of

expectations. If we had not been under the \spell of some psychologist's intuition"

and if we had known the same computational tool under a more sober name such as

\not linear functional approximator", the explanatory expectations would have been

a lot less appealing.

A frequent, often reasonable, complaint from machine consciousness skeptics

addresses the liberal use of demanding and not always fully justi¯ed labels.

3.3. Levels

It is easy to accept the existence of multiple level of reality co-existent in the same

physical system. Why should we not talk of bits or numbers (or even images and

sounds) when referring to the content of computer memories? However, it is well

known that such use could be a powerful source of confusion.79

For instance, are there images in a computer memory? From a physical per-

spective, there are di®erent levels of tensions in small capacitors. From another

perspective, there are logical values in logical gates. Getting higher and higher, we

obtain bits, numbers, array, RGB triplets, and images. We could get even more

abstract and consider the existence of images having a certain content. But are all

these levels real or are they just di®erent perspectives on the same phenomenon?

With regard to this issue, the trouble is that most of these levels — bits, logical
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values, numbers, RGB triplets — are properties of a way of thinking about what

takes place in our computer; they are not properties of the computer. What we take

to be two pixels in an image is nothing but two tensions causally related with what

happens on a computer screen. Pylyshyn wrote:

\The point here is not that a matrix representation is wrong. It is just that

it is neutral with respect to the question of whether it models intrinsic (i.e.,

architectural) properties of mental images."92

In the case of machine consciousness, the problem cannot be postponed since there

is, at least, one level that should be real: the level of conscious experience. But why?

3.4. Metaphors

On a similar note, we ought to be suspicious of many metaphors that populate our

technical and scienti¯c jargon such as \computation", \information", \system",

\symbol", and \state of a system". Although they are very useful shortcuts whose

value cannot be underestimated, do they correspond to real physical phenomena?

For instance, take the notion of the state of a relatively simple system such as a

planet. It could correspond to a vector measuring various magnitudes: position,

speed, moment, acceleration, and so on. There are at least two curves now: the

physical one of the planet in space and the curve of the state of the system in its

multidimensional space state. Yet only the former is physical and actual while the

latter is a sophisticated way to express the former. The space in which the state is

moving is not real. It is an abstraction.

This is one example of what Alfred Whitehead de¯ned as the fallacy of the mis-

placed concreteness. We mistake a conceptual abstraction for a concrete entity:

\[The Fallacy] is merely the accidental error of mistaking the abstract for

the concrete... This fallacy is the occasion of great confusion."93

Once more, machine consciousness could o®er an opportunity to clarify such issue.

3.5. Simulation

At some point in the development of conscious theories, scholars should tackle the

issue of the relation between simulation and simulated. Although everybody does

agree that simulated waterfalls are not wet, intuition fails as to whether a simulated

conscious feeling is felt.

Although it has seldom been explicitly discussed, many hold that if we could

simulate a conscious agent, we would have conscious agents. Is a simulated pain

painful?

From a physical perspective, a simulation is a physical system that bears some

analogy with another physical system. For instance, the simulation of a waterfall

produces on my screen a series of pixels which moves analogously to the droplets of a

real waterfall. More poignantly, the analogy could refer to more subtle functional,
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relational, and structural properties. But the analogy is an epistemic choice like all

relations of analogy or similarity. Neither similarity nor analogy are adequate criteria

to endorse implementation.

3.6. Inside and outside: internalism versus externalism

There are two powerful conceptual attractors in the discussion on consciousness.

They are going to exert their strength in the machine consciousness arena, too.

Where is the mind and its content located? Inside or outside the body of the agent?

So far, neither option proved entirely satisfactory and the debates keeps running.

On one hand, it would be very simple if we could locate consciousness inside the

body of the agent and thus inside our future conscious robots. For instance, according

to Kim, \if you are a physicalist of any stripe, as must of us are, you would likely

believe in the local supervenience of qualia."94 That the mind must somehow depend

on what take place inside the body. However, such a view is not convincing since

mental states (broadly speaking) are about something that often appears as being

internal to the body.87,90,95�98 Therefore, mental states should somehow address

external states of a®airs (whether they are concepts, thoughts, percepts, objects,

events). Unfortunately, there are no available theories explaining how the arrow of

the mind could hit the external world and, consequently, many authors opted for a

completely internal view of the mind. Since the world cannot get in, the mental world

must be inside the agent from the beginning or it must be concocted inside.41,99 All

these positions can broadly be labeled as cases of internalism.

On the other hand, consciousness refers to the external world. Maybe, it is so

di±cult to bring content inside the mind because it remains outside. So we should

reframe our model of the agent such as to include the external world.87,95,97 Such a

twist in our perspective about the limit of the robot would endorse those views

that consider embodiment and situatedness as necessary conditions for a conscious

robot.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the issues to be addressed in order to design and build a

conscious robot such as embodiment, situatedness, emotions and motivations, unity,

time, free will, representation, and qualitative experience. We also discussed some of

the common mistakes and pitfalls.

Mainstream Arti¯cial Intelligence addressed these issues only slightly. Although

AI achieved impressive results,100 it is always astonishing the degree of overestimation

that many non experts seem to stick to. In 1985, while addressing the American

Philosophical Association, Fred Drestke was sure that \even the simple robots

designed for home amusement talk, see, remember and learn".24 It is not unusual to

hear that robots are capable of feeling emotions or taking autonomous and even

moral choices.19 It is a questionable habit that survives and conveys false hopes about

the current status of AI research. Recently, in a discussion about machine
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consciousness,1 it has been claimed that not only research-grade robots, but even

Legobots used in ¯rst-year undergraduate robot courses are able to develop new

motivations. If this were true, why aren't we surrounded by autonomous machines

developing their own agenda in order to deal with the environment?

Such approximate misevaluations of the real status of AI hinder researchers from

addressing the allegedly, but mistakenly, achieved aforementioned objectives. In the

past, many AI researchers made bold claims about their achievements so to endorse a

false feeling about the e®ective level of AI research, which is actually far from

reaching the goal of a robot having the slightest form of consciousness.

We o®ered a comprehensive yet sketchy view of the theoretical landscapes of

machine consciousness. As it should be clear, it is a very broad ¯eld that stretches

signi¯cantly the traditional ground for the mind-body problem. It is at the same time

a technological and a theoretical ¯eld. It compels to address old and new problems

using novel and original approaches. We believe machine consciousness will push

many researchers to reconsider threads left loose by AI and cognitive science.
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